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Abstract. This paper describes CVPP, a tool set for compositional veriﬁcation of control–ﬂow safety properties for programs with procedures.
The compositional veriﬁcation principle that underlies CVPP is based
on maximal models constructed from component speciﬁcations. Maximal models replace the actual components when verifying the whole
program, either for the purposes of modularity of veriﬁcation or due to
unavailability of the component implementations at veriﬁcation time. A
characteristic feature of the principle and the tool set is the distinction
between program structure and behaviour. While behavioural properties
are more abstract and convenient for speciﬁcation purposes, structural
ones are easier to manipulate, in particular when it comes to veriﬁcation or the construction of maximal models. Therefore, CVPP also contains the means to characterise a given behavioural formula by a set of
structural formulae. The paper presents the underlying framework for
compositional veriﬁcation and the components of the tool set. Several
veriﬁcation scenarios are described, as well as wrapper tools that support the automatic execution of such scenarios, providing appropriate
pre– and post–processing to interface smoothly with the user and to
encapsulate the inner workings of the tool set.

1

Introduction

To enable veriﬁcation of realistic software, veriﬁcation techniques have to be
compositional and algorithmically decidable. Compositionality ensures that the
veriﬁcation task can be split up in smaller pieces, while algorithmic decidability
ensures that veriﬁcation can be done automatically, without any user interaction. Moreover, for many application domains, compositionality and algorithmic
decidability are essential.
For example, in a dynamically reconﬁgurable distributed system, components
can join and leave the system at run–time dynamically. For such an open system,
appropriate veriﬁcation techniques are necessary to support safe downloading,
i.e., to determine without any user interaction whether a newly arriving component will not corrupt the well–functioning of the global system. These techniques
require the relativisation of the correctness of the system on the speciﬁcations
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and the local correctness of its components. This relativisation can also be used
for the purposes of modularity. Modular veriﬁcation is a means of controlling
the complexity of verifying large software. It allows an independent local evolution of the implementations of individual modules without aﬀecting the global
correctness of the program.
The CVPP tool set is designed to tackle exactly this kind of veriﬁcation
problems by supporting an algorithmic technique for compositional veriﬁcation.
Its focus is on control–ﬂow safety properties of programs with (possibly recursive) procedures. Such properties typically describe sets of allowed sequences
of method invocations, and are conveniently expressed in temporal logic. The
underlying program model is that of flow graphs, abstracting completely from
program data to allow eﬃcient algorithmic modular veriﬁcation. However, the
model can be enhanced with exception information or multi–threading. Even
though the tool set is developed with compositionality in mind, it can also be
used for non–compositional control–ﬂow veriﬁcation problems of programs with
procedures. In particular, it allows to reduce inﬁnite–state veriﬁcation of behavioural properties to ﬁnite–state veriﬁcation of structural properties.
Abstracting away from all data may seem like a severe restriction, but still
many useful properties can be expressed, such as:
– within atomic transactions, there are no calls to non–atomic methods;
– in a voting system, candidate selection has to be ﬁnished, before the vote
can be conﬁrmed;
– a method that changes sensitive data is only called from within a dedicated
authentication method, i.e., unauthorized access is not possible;
– in a door access control system, the password has to be checked before the
door is unlocked, and it can only be changed when the door is unlocked.
Extending the technique with data over ﬁnite domains will allow for a wider
range of properties and possible applications, but needs to be combined with
abstraction techniques to control the complexity of veriﬁcation. Such an extension will be investigated in future work.
The present paper describes CVPP, its underlying compositional veriﬁcation
framework, and its implementation. We describe three important veriﬁcation
scenarios: (i) open system veriﬁcation, (ii) modular veriﬁcation, and (iii) non–
compositional veriﬁcation. We also discuss the encapsulation of the inner workings of CVPP by means of wrapper tools that automate the various scenarios.
Previous work by the authors on tool support and case studies has been
reported in 2004 [16]. The current version of the tool set, discussed in this paper, includes later extensions: (i) an inliner to abstract private methods [11],
(ii) more general program models concerning exceptions, threads and open ﬂow
graphs [15,13], and (iii) a property translation from behavioural to structural
properties [12,13]. The last extension allows local assumptions to be behavioural,
whereas in the previous version they had to be structural. Further, we have uniﬁed the inputs and outputs to allow interoperability of the individual tools, and
have started work on wrapper tools, automating the veriﬁcation scenarios.
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Related Work. Maven is a modular veriﬁcation tool addressing temporal properties of procedural languages in the context of aspects [9]. A non–compositional
veriﬁcation method based on a program model closely related to ours is presented
by Alur and others [3]. It proposes a temporal logic CaRet for nested calls and
returns (generalised to a logic for nested words in [1]) that can be used to specify
regular properties of local paths within a procedure that skips over calls to other
procedures. Another example of a successful system for the non–compositional
veriﬁcation of temporal safety properties, applied to C programs, is ESP [8].
This system combines a number of scalable program analyses to achieve precise
tracking (simulation) of a given property on multiple stateful values (such as ﬁle
handles), identiﬁed through user–deﬁned source code patterns.
Most of the existing work on modular veriﬁcation of safety properties is based
on Hoare logic. Müller was the ﬁrst to propose a sound modular Hoare–style
veriﬁcation technique for object–oriented languages [18]. A typical veriﬁcation
tool within this line of work is Spec# [4].
Recent work by Alur and Chauhuri proposes a uniﬁcation of Hoare–style
and Manna–Pnueli–style temporal reasoning for procedural programs, presenting
proof rules for procedure–modular temporal reasoning [2].
Organisation. Sections 2 and 3 sketch the tool set’s theoretical background and
underlying veriﬁcation method. Section 4 describes the diﬀerent tools that make
up CVPP, followed by a description of typical veriﬁcation scenarios in Section 5.
Section 6 exempliﬁes some typical veriﬁcation tasks when using CVPP. We conclude with possible extensions that would make CVPP applicable to a larger class
of problems (without changing the underlying methodology).

2

Program Model and Logic

This section summarises the program model and logic that underlies CVPP. For
a more detailed account, the reader is referred to [14].
As mentioned earlier, a characteristic feature of CVPP is the distinction between structural and behavioural properties. Usually, we are interested in properties of the behaviour of a program, while its structure is just a means for
accomplishing the desired behaviour. In particular, the same behaviour can be
produced by several structures. It is thus more natural and more abstract to
specify programs with behavioural properties than with structural ones.
However, algorithmic techniques for program analysis and veriﬁcation are
computationally considerably more expensive on the level of program behaviour
than on the level of program structure. Program correctness problems are therefore often phrased in terms of the program structure rather than in terms of
its behaviour. Furthermore, many behavioural properties have natural structural counterparts, e.g., tail recursion, while other behavioural properties can
be characterised through ﬁnite sets of structural ones (see Section 3). Therefore,
CVPP is set up in such a way that structural properties can be used whenever
this is possible and meaningful.
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Model and Logic

Our program model is control–ﬂow based and thus over–approximates actual
program behaviour. It deﬁnes two diﬀerent views on programs: a structural and
a behavioural one. Both views are instantiations of the general notions of model,
deﬁned below. Notice in particular that these instantiations yield a structural
and a behavioural version of the logic, and that this enables a uniform treatment
of structure and behaviour whenever possible.
Definition 1. (Model) A model is a structure M = (S, L, →, A, λ), where S is
a set of states, L a set of labels, →⊆ S × L × S a labelled transition relation, A
a set of atomic propositions, λ : S → P(A) a valuation, assigning to each state
s the set of atomic propositions that hold in s. An initialised model is a pair
(M, E), with M a model and E ⊆ S a set of entry states.
As property speciﬁcation language we the fragment of the modal μ-calculus [17]
with boxes and greatest ﬁxed-points only is used. This temporal logic is capable
of characterising simulation (cf. [14]) and is thus suitable for expressing safety
properties. Throughout, we ﬁx a set of labels L, a set of atomic propositions A,
and a set of propositional variables V .
Definition 2. (Logic) The formulae of our logic are inductively defined by:
φ ::= p | ¬p | X | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | [a] φ | νX.φ
where p ∈ A, a ∈ L and X ∈ V .
Satisfaction on states (M, s) |= φ is deﬁned in the standard fashion [17]. For
instance, formula [a] φ holds of state s in model M if φ holds in all states
accessible from s via an edge labelled a. A model (M, E) satisﬁes a formula φ,
denoted (M, E) |= φ, if all its entry states E satisfy φ. The constant formulae
true (denoted tt) and false (ﬀ) are deﬁnable. For convenience, we use p ⇒ φ to
abbreviate ¬p ∨ φ. We assume that formulae have pair–wise distinct ﬁxed–point
binders, and unless stated otherwise, are closed and guarded (cf. [23]).
2.2

Control–Flow Structure and Behaviour

Control–Flow Structure. We abstract away from all data, therefore program
structure is deﬁned as a collection of control–ﬂow graphs (or ﬂow graphs), one
for each of the program’s methods. Let Meth be a countably inﬁnite set of method
names. A method graph is an instance of the general notion of model.
Definition 3. (Method graph) A method graph for m ∈ Meth over a finite set
M ⊆ Meth of method names is an initialised model (Mm , Em ), where Mm =
(Vm , Lm , →m , Am , λm ) is a finite model and Em ⊆ Vm a non–empty set of entry
points of m. Vm is the set of control nodes of m, Lm = M ∪ {ε}, Am = {m, r},
and λm : Vm → P(Am ) is defined so that m ∈ λm (v) for all v ∈ Vm ( i.e., each
node is tagged with its method name). The nodes v ∈ Vm with r ∈ λm (v) are
return points.
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class Number {
public static boolean even(int n){
if (n == 0)
return true;
else
return odd(n−1);
}
public static boolean odd(int n){
if (n == 0)
return false;
else
return even(n−1);
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Fig. 1. A simple Java class and its ﬂow graph

Example 1. Figure 1 shows a simple Java class and the (simpliﬁed) ﬂow graph
it induces. The ﬂow graph consists of two method graphs - one for method even
and one for method odd. Entry nodes are depicted as edges without source.
Flow graph interfaces are deﬁned as pairs I = (I + , I − ), where I + , I − ⊆ Meth are
ﬁnite sets of names of provided and (externally) required methods, respectively1 .
A ﬂow graph G with interface I is denoted G : I. The ﬂow graph of a program
is essentially the (disjoint) union of its method graphs. Flow graphs can only
be composed if their interfaces match. A ﬂow graph is closed if I − = ∅, i.e., it
does not require any external methods. Satisfaction, instantiated to ﬂow graphs,
is called structural satisfaction |=s .
Example 2. Consider the ﬂow graph in Example 1. The property “on every path
from a program entry node, the ﬁrst encountered call edge goes to a return
node” is formalised by the structural formula νX. [even] r ∧ [odd] r ∧ [ε] X, in
eﬀect specifying that the program is tail–recursive.
Control–Flow Behaviour. Next, we instantiate models on the behavioural level.
Transition label τ designates internal transfer of control, m1 call m2 invocation
of method m2 by method m1 , and m2 ret m1 the corresponding return.
Definition 4. (Behaviour) Let G = (M, E) : I be a closed flow graph where
M = (V, L, →, A, λ). The behaviour of G is defined as the initialised model
b(G) = (Mb , Eb ), where Mb = (Sb , Lb , →b , Ab , λb ), such that Sb = V × V ∗ ,
i.e., states are pairs of control points v and stacks σ (also called conﬁgurations),
Lb = {m1 k m2 | k ∈ {call, ret}, m1 , m2 ∈ I + } ∪ {τ }, Ab = A, λb ((v, σ)) = λ(v),
and →b ⊆ Sb × Lb × Sb is defined by the rules:
τ

→b (v  , σ)
[transfer] (v, σ) −
m call m

ε

if m ∈ I + , v −
→m v  , v |= ¬r
m

2
2

+

[call] (v1 , σ) −−1−−−−→
−→
b (v2 , v1 · σ) if m1 , m2 ∈ I , v1 −
m1 v1 ,
v1 |= ¬r, v2 |= m2 , v2 ∈ E

m ret m

1
+
[return] (v2 , v1 · σ) −−2−−−−→
b (v1 , σ) if m1 , m2 ∈ I , v2 |= m2 ∧ r, v1 |= m1

1

We only require I − to contain methods that are not provided by I + . This is diﬀerent
from our earlier work (e.g., [14]), but in line with the tool set implementation.
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The set of initial configurations is defined by Eb = E × {}, where  denotes the
empty sequence over V .
The deﬁnition is easily extended to open ﬂow graphs (see [13]). Flow graph
behaviour can alternatively be deﬁned via pushdown automata (PDA) [14, Def.
34] and approximated with the related notion of pushdown systems (PDS). We
exploit this by using PDS model checking for veriﬁcation of behavioural properties (see [6]). Currently, our tool set relies on the external tool Moped [20];
however, this requires the properties to be presented in LTL.
Example 3. Consider the ﬂow graph from Example 1. Because of possible unbounded recursion, it induces an inﬁnite–state behaviour. One example execution
of the program is represented by the following path (in the branching structure)
from an initial to a ﬁnal conﬁguration:
τ

τ

even call odd

τ

τ

→b (v1 , ) −
→b (v2 , ) −−−−−−−→b (v5 , v3 ) −
→b (v6 , v3 ) −
→b
(v0 , ) −
odd call even

τ

τ

(v7 , v3 ) −−−−−−−→b (v0 , v9 · v3 ) −
→b (v1 , v9 · v3 ) −
→b
even ret odd
odd ret even
(v4 , v9 · v3 ) −−−−−−−→b (v9 , v3 ) −−−−−−−→b (v3 , )
Also on the behavioural level, we instantiate the deﬁnition of satisfaction: we
deﬁne G |=b φ as b(G) |= φ. The resulting behavioural logic is powerful enough to
express the class of security policies deﬁned by ﬁnite state security automata [19].
Example 4. For the ﬂow graph from Example 1, the behavioural formula even ⇒
νX. [even call even] ﬀ ∧ [τ ] X expresses the property “in every program execution
starting in method even, the ﬁrst call is not to method even itself”.
Extensions. This section presents the basic program model and logic, considering only normal, sequential control–ﬂow. Extensions with exceptions and with
multi–threaded behaviour (with synchronisation on locks) exist [15], and are
supported in CVPP. The extension to open ﬂow graphs mentioned above is also
supported. In ongoing work we address further extensions to Boolean programs,
as well as to richer fragments of the μ–calculus; this is not incorporated in CVPP
yet.

3

Framework for Compositional Verification

The compositional veriﬁcation method underlying our tool set is based on the
computation of maximal models from component speciﬁcations and the instantiation of components with these models when model checking global system
properties. For ﬁnite–state systems, this approach was introduced by Grumberg
and Long [10] and since then it has become a standard technique for reducing
the veriﬁcation of correctness of property decompositions to model checking.
Maximal Models for Compositional Verification. A model is said to be maximal
for a given property φ, if it satisﬁes φ and simulates (w.r.t. a suitable propertypreserving simulation relation ≤) all models satisfying φ. For models in the sense
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of Deﬁnition 1 and formulae in the logic of Deﬁnition 2, maximal models exist
and are unique up to isomorphism (see [14]). To compute a maximal model for a
property φ, we present the formula as a modal equation system (see [5]), which
is then transformed into a canonical form, the so–called simulation normal form.
A formula φ in simulation normal form can be directly mapped into a (ﬁnite)
model M that simulates all models that satisfy φ; i.e., for every model M , M ≤
M iﬀ M |= φ. Due to this close connection between simulation and satisfaction,
we obtain the following sound and complete veriﬁcation principle [14]:
Compositional verification principle for models: to show M1 M2 |= ψ,
it suﬃces to show M1 |= φ (i.e., component M1 satisﬁes a suitably
chosen local assumption φ) and Mφ M2 |= ψ (i.e., component M2 ,
when composed with the maximal model Mφ for φ, satisﬁes the global
guarantee ψ).
Completeness of the principle guarantees that no false negatives exist: if Mφ
M2 |= ψ fails, then there is a model M such that M |= φ but M M2 |= ψ.
Adaptation of this principle to ﬂow graphs (as models) and structural and
behavioural properties presents us with certain diﬃculties. Given a structural
or behavioural ﬂow graph property φ, there is no guarantee that the maximal
model of φ is a legal ﬂow graph structure or behaviour.
Maximal Flow Graphs from Structural Specifications. For structural properties
this problem can be solved for a given ﬂow graph interface I, because we can
characterise precisely the ﬂow graphs having interface I as models through a
structural formula θI in our logic. Let I = {m1 , m2 } be a closed ﬂow graph interface. A model is a ﬂow graph with this interface exactly when it satisﬁes the
formula θI = (νX.m1 ∧ [m1 , m2 , ε]X) ∨ (νY.m2 ∧ [m1 , m2 , ε]Y ), which essentially
expresses that edges in the ﬂow graph do not cross method boundaries. Then,
for every structural formula φ, the maximal model of the formula φ ∧ θI is a
ﬂow graph Gφ,I that simulates structurally all ﬂow graphs with interface I that
satisfy φ. We term this ﬂow graph the maximal flow graph for formula φ and
interface I. The above compositional veriﬁcation principle can then be adapted
to structural properties of ﬂow graphs, yielding the following sound and complete compositional veriﬁcation principle, presented as a proof rule (see [14] for
technical details):
Gφ,IG1 G2 |=s ψ
G1 |=s φ
G1 : IG1
(struct − comp)
G1 G2 |=s ψ
Maximal Flow Graphs from Behavioural Specifications. In the case of behavioural
ﬂow graph properties, however, there is no such way to characterise in our logic
all models that constitute behaviours of ﬂow graphs with a given interface (intuitively, this is because the logic is not capable of expressing context–free properties). Furthermore, these models are inﬁnite–state and cannot be constructed
explicitly; what we actually need is a way to construct the maximal ﬂow graph
for a given behavioural formula φ and interface I. It turns out, however, that in
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Fig. 2. The CVPP tool set architecture

general there is no such single ﬂow graph, but rather a set of ﬂow graphs having
the property that every ﬂow graph satisfying φ is simulated by some ﬂow graph in
the set. To compute such a set, we have developed a translation from behavioural
ﬂow graph properties φ to equivalent sets of structural properties ΠI (φ) for a
given interface I. The translation is based on a tableau construction that conceptually amounts to symbolic execution of the behavioural formula, collecting
structural constraints along the way. By keeping track of the subformulae that
have been examined, recursion in the structural constraints is identiﬁed and captured by ﬁxed–point formulae (for details see [12]). Combining this translation
with maximal ﬂow graph generation for structural properties yields the following sound and complete compositional veriﬁcation principle for ﬂow graphs and
behavioural properties, presented as a proof rule:


Gχ,IG1 G2 |=b ψ χ∈Π (φ)
G1 |=b φ
IG
1
G1 : IG1
(beh − comp)
G1 G2 |=b ψ
In addition, we have also developed a “mixed” rule [14], where local structural
assumptions are combined with global behavioural guarantees.
The presented proof rules are ﬂexible, allowing reasoning about a combination
of concrete components (i.e., given through their implementation) and abstract
components (i.e., given though their speciﬁcation), both at the structural and
the behavioural levels. Section 5 shows typical veriﬁcation scenarios, where these
proof rules are applied for open system and modular veriﬁcation. A possible
instantiation of this approach is to choose individual methods as components.
The proof rules then give rise to a procedure–modular veriﬁcation technique for
temporal properties (see [21]).

4

Tool Support for Compositional Verification

This section describes the diﬀerent internal data formats and tools within the
CVPP tool set. It also exempliﬁes the diﬀerent input formats used. A high–level
overview of CVPP’s architecture is shown in Figure 2 (where rounded boxes
denote data formats, squared boxes tool components, and dashed lines denote
external formats or tools).
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As program input format, currently the Java bytecode format is used. Internally, there are three important data formats:
– Model : the program model representation, containing nodes, edges, a valuation and a set of entry points.
– Formula: the property representation. We support behavioural and structural formulae in our logic, both in recursive and in equation system form.
– Interface: the interface representation, containing lists of provided and of
externally required methods. Interfaces are used as auxiliary information
by almost all tool components, and are therefore not included explicitly in
Figure 2.
The components of the tool set are the following:
– Analyser: from Java classes to ﬂow graphs. Java bytecode classes are abstracted into ﬂow graphs. The tool is build on top of the Soot framework [22].
– Graph: transformations on the program model representations. The main
operations supported are ﬂow graph composition, pretty printing in diﬀerent
formats (in particular as CCS process terms and as PDS of the induced
behaviour), and inlining of private methods. The use of the latter operation,
called Graph Inliner, is brieﬂy explained in Section 5.1 (see also [11]).
– Formula: transformations on the property representations. The main operations supported are the simpliﬁcation of formulae, the conversion from one
property format to another (such as the translation of our logic from recursive to equation system form, needed for maximal model construction),
pretty printing as a CWB or LTL formula (as input for Moped), as well as
the characterisation of behavioural formulae by structural ones. The latter
operation is referred to as Beh2Struct. In addition, we allow properties to be
expressed using so–called patterns. Patterns provide abbreviations for commonly used speciﬁcation constructs. They increase readability and make the
property more independent of the interface. The Formula component translates patterns into our logic.
– MaxMod: the maximal model construction as described in Section 3. This
component uses formulae expressed as equation systems.
– ModCheck: model checking, using external tools: for structural properties we
use CWB, the Edinburgh Concurrency Workbench [7], while for behavioural
properties we rely on Moped, a PDS model checker for LTL [20].
To conclude this section, we show how the examples from Section 2 are written in CVPP’s input formats. Consider again the ﬂow graph from Figure 1. The
method graph of method even is written as follows:
node
node
node
node
node

0
1
2
3
4

meth(even) entry
meth(even)
meth(even)
meth(even) ret
meth(even) ret

edge
edge
edge
edge

0
1
1
2

1
2
4
3

eps
eps
eps
odd
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The interface and structural and behaviour properties are written as follows in
CVPP’s input format:
interface for Number: provided even, odd
struct. formula Ex. 2: nu X.(([even] r) /\ ([odd] r) /\ ([eps] X))
beh. formula Ex. 4: meth(even) => nu X.(([even call even] ff) /\
([tau] X))

5

Typical Verification Scenarios

Section 3 presented two compositional veriﬁcation principles; this section describes in detail some typical scenarios supported by CVPP and these veriﬁcation principles. In addition, we also describe how CVPP can be used for
non–compositional veriﬁcation. This is in particular interesting for behavioural
properties: by means of the translation of behavioural properties into structural
ones, CVPP provides an eﬀective way to reduce the veriﬁcation problem for behavioural properties to the computationally simpler problem for structural ones.
5.1

Open System Verification

The most general application of the proof rules presented in Section 3 is to open
system veriﬁcation, where some components are given by an implementation
(referred to here as concrete components), while others are only given by a
speciﬁcation (abstract components). This can typically happen with dynamically
reconﬁgurable or evolving software, where some components are either not known
or simply not statically ﬁxed at veriﬁcation time.
Thus, veriﬁcation of a global property of an open system has to be relativised on the local speciﬁcations of the abstract components. For instance,
if all speciﬁcations are behavioural, this is achieved by consecutively applying
rule (beh − comp) on every abstract component. The implementations of the abstract components, once available, are checked against their local speciﬁcations.
An additional complexity stems from the detail of information in the concrete
components. Typically, these contain information about private methods. In contrast, the abstract components and global properties are described in terms of the
public interface. Therefore, the implementation details in the concrete components are abstracted away, by the Graph Inliner, to the publicly visible behaviour,
before composing the components.
The overall veriﬁcation task thus divides into two independent tasks, supported by our tool set as follows:
1. Local correctness: Check whether the implementation, once available, of every abstract component meets its local speciﬁcation as described below in
Section 5.3.
2. Global correctness:
(a) for every concrete component, from its implementation, extract a ﬂow
graph using the Analyser, and use the Graph Inliner to construct its publicly visible behaviour;
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(b) for every abstract component, if its local speciﬁcation is behavioural,
translate the property to an equivalent set of structural ones using Beh2Struct;
(c) for every structural property, being either a local speciﬁcation of an
abstract component itself or resulting from step 2(b), compute a maximal
ﬂow graph using MaxMod;
(d) for all instantiations of abstract components by corresponding constructed maximal ﬂow graphs, and instantiations of concrete components by their extracted ﬂow graphs, compose the graphs using Graph to
produce a global ﬂow graph of the system, and model check the latter
against the global speciﬁcation as described below in Section 5.3.
5.2

Modular Verification

In the modular software design paradigm the goal is to verify the modules of a
software system locally, i.e., independently of each other, and then to combine
the local correctness arguments into a global correctness proof of the whole system. In our veriﬁcation framework, modular veriﬁcation is simply an instance of
the more general case of open system veriﬁcation described above, with modules
as components and where all components are abstract. This eliminates task 2(a)
and simpliﬁes conceptually task 2(d).
One can view the notion of module on diﬀerent levels of granularity. One
(rather extreme) case in procedural programming languages is when every procedure itself is considered a module and is equipped with a speciﬁcation. In this
case we obtain procedure–modular veriﬁcation, similar to many Hoare logic based
veriﬁcation approaches. We have recently shown on a case study that it is indeed
possible and convenient to reason at this level of granularity about control–ﬂow
safety properties of an application [21].
5.3

Non–compositional Verification

The open system and modular veriﬁcation scenarios above give rise to several
non-modular veriﬁcation tasks. In fact, CVPP can also be applied in a noncompositional setting. This is in particular useful when reasoning about behavioural properties. Due to unbounded recursion, veriﬁcation of behavioural
properties for procedural programs is inﬁnite–state, even when all data is abstracted away as in our case. On the other hand, veriﬁcation of structural properties is ﬁnite–state. Thus, by applying our translation from behavioural to sets
of structural properties, one can reduce veriﬁcation of behavioural properties to
a ﬁnite number of ﬁnite–state veriﬁcation tasks. Given a Java application and a
property speciﬁcation (either behavioural or structural), this is done as follows:
1. extract the ﬂow graph of the application using the Analyser (and if necessary,
use the Graph Inliner to abstract away from implementation details);
2. if the property is structural, cast the ﬂow graph as a CCS term using Graph,
and model check the term against the property using the CWB;
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3. if the property is behavioural, there are two alternatives: either
(a) cast the ﬂow graph as a pushdown system using Graph, and model check
it against the property using Moped; or
(b) translate the property to an equivalent set of structural ones using Beh2Struct, and perform step 2 for each one of these.
Step 3(b) is particularly meaningful in settings where the behavioural speciﬁcations are known in advance (such as the security policies of mobile platforms)
and are relatively stable; the property translation can then be applied prior to
the veriﬁcation task itself.
5.4

Wrapper Tools for Standard Verification Scenarios

The diﬀerent scenarios described above require the use of several of the tools of
CVPP in a particular pre–deﬁned order. To make CVPP easier to use, and to hide
away the internal formats and translations within the tool set, wrapper tools are
being developed that perform the typical veriﬁcation scenarios automatically.
A wrapper implements a pre– and a post–processor that translates input and
output of the tool set, and performs the diﬀerent veriﬁcation steps automatically.
The post–processor appropriately handles feedback from the model checkers:
when a structural property is violated, it is indicated where in the program this
violation occurs; when a behavioural property is violated the model checking
counter example is translated back into a program trace.
The ﬁrst wrapper tool that we developed is ProMoVer [21]. It automates
procedure–modular veriﬁcation of Java programs annotated with global and
method–local speciﬁcations. ProMoVer was evaluated on a small but realistic
case study: we veriﬁed the absence of calls to non–atomic methods within Java
Card transactions for a Java Card electronic purse application2 . In the near
future, we plan to develop wrapper tools for the other scenarios.

6

Executing the Verification Scenarios

To illustrate how CVPP is used, this section discusses how parts of the diﬀerent
veriﬁcation scenarios described in the previous section are applied on concrete
examples. For a larger example discussing our experiences with ProMoVer for
the veriﬁcation of the safe use of the Java Card transaction mechanism in an
e-commerce application for smart cards, we again refer the reader to [21].
6.1

Generating Maximal Flow Graphs for a Behavioural Property

One important subtask in the compositional veriﬁcation scenarios discussed in
the previous section is the construction of maximal ﬂow graphs from a behavioural speciﬁcation of a component; see steps 2(b,c) of the open system
2

A web–based interface to ProMoVer is available from:
http://www.csc.kth.se/~{}siavashs/ProMoVer/promover.php
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Fig. 3. Maximal ﬂow graph for “the ﬁrst call is not to method even itself”

veriﬁcation scenario. As explained in Section 3, this is achieved by translating the behavioural property into an equivalent set of structural ones, and by
constructing a maximal ﬂow graph for each of the latter.
For example, consider a component speciﬁed by an interface where methods even and odd are provided and no external methods are required, and
by the behavioural property “in every program execution starting in method
even, the ﬁrst call is not to method even itself” formalised in Example 4.
Providing this interface and formula to Beh2Struct, and optimising the result
with the simpliﬁcation facility of Formula, we obtain one structural formula:
even ⇒ νX. [even] ﬀ ∧ [] X. To compute a maximal ﬂow graph, we ﬁrst apply
the conversion facilities of Formula to transform the formula into a modal equation system, which is then passed on, together with the original interface, to
MaxMod. The resulting maximal ﬂow graph is shown in Figure 3. Notice that
the method graphs for even and odd are isomorphic, but the graph of method
even has two entry nodes while the graph of method odd has four; as a result,
the former restricts the behaviour in that, once called, method even can only
call method odd as a ﬁrst method call, while the latter makes no restrictions on
the behaviour whatsoever. This maximal ﬂow graph can now be substituted for
the given component when model checking global system properties.
6.2

Closed System Model Checking of a Behavioural Property

Consider again the component of the previous subsection, described by the interface where methods even and odd are provided and no external methods are
required, and by the behavioural property in Example 4. We want to show that
the class Number deﬁned in Example 1 is an appropriate implementation of this
component. This is an instance of the non-compositional veriﬁcation scenario in
Section 5.3. Thus, using the Analyser, we ﬁrst extract the ﬂow graph, resulting in
the ﬂow graph as in Figure 1. For this application, there is no diﬀerence between
public and private interface, thus there is no need to use the Graph Inliner.
The property is behavioural, thus we have a choice (cf. step 3, Section 5.3).
(a) We can model check the behavioural property directly. We use Graph to
produce the PDS from the ﬂow graph, and Formula to transform the property to
an LTL formula. Then Moped is used to verify that class Number indeed respects
this property. (b) As in the previous subsection, we can compute the structural
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formula that characterises the behavioural formula by using Beh2Struct. We use
Graph to pretty print the ﬂow graph as CCS term and Formula to pretty print the
formula in CWB’s input format. Then CWB is used to verify that class Number
indeed respects this structural property.

7

Conclusion

CVPP is a tool set for compositional veriﬁcation of control–ﬂow safety properties of procedural programs. It supports a completely automatic veriﬁcation
method based on maximal models. The underlying general compositional veriﬁcation principle instantiates to two important veriﬁcation scenarios, namely
open system veriﬁcation and modular veriﬁcation. By means of an algorithmic
translation of behavioural into structural properties, the tool is also applicable
to non–compositional veriﬁcation, allowing inﬁnite–state PDA model checking
to be reduced to standard ﬁnite–state model checking. The various scenarios can
be supported by wrapper tools, such as ProMoVer, that encapsulate the inner
workings of the tool set and provide a smooth interface to the user.
The largest CVPP case study so far is the veriﬁcation of absence of illicit applet interactions in a smart card application [14,6]. This has been redone with
the later extensions of the tool set. It is future work to develop more case studies, similar in size and complexity, but taking advantage of the diﬀerent wrapper
tools. For all three veriﬁcation scenarios appropriate wrappers will be developed.
Further, we will provide support for other property speciﬁcation formalisms, in
particular security automata. Support for ﬂow graph extraction from source code
will be improved, developing a modular and extensible tool. Other extensions
concern the program model, where we plan to add data to ﬂow graphs to represent Boolean programs faithfully, and to develop a solution for multi–threaded
programs. Finally, we plan to extend the logic to include liveness properties;
these become meaningful when the ﬂow graphs model program behaviour faithfully, or at least provide under–approximations of the guaranteed behaviour.
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